Additional Notes on UH Manoa  
One-on-One Session, June 2013

Next Steps:  Launch Exploratory Initiative (undeclared students) and Moving Forward/Come Home to Manoa; also look at data and get clear about what it actually says

UH Manoa Initiatives:

Exploratory Initiative—tracking 2nd semester freshmen to end of sophomore year; year and half of work to be put in place

Come Home to Manoa—based on New Mexico model; to focus on senior drop-outs

Pathway Work—extension of 4 year plans; milestones; to provide clear pathway to graduation

At-Risk Initiative—Identify students that hit difficulties and get stalled; purchased software called Grades First which seems to working well; thinking about developing a mentorship element

Other 10 Initiatives—looking to review these based on productivity, student outcomes, overall effectiveness; have to identify data that can be reviewed to assess impact